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Abstract
With the recent growth in the development of augmented reality (AR) technologies, it is becoming important to study human perception of AR scenes. In
order to detect whether users will suffer more from visual and operator fatigue
when watching virtual objects through optical see‐through head‐mounted displays (OST‐HMDs), compared with watching real objects in the real world, we
propose a comparative experiment including a virtual magic cube task and a
real magic cube task. The scores of the subjective questionnaires (SQ) and
the values of the critical flicker frequency (CFF) were obtained from 18 participants. In our study, we use several electrooculogram (EOG) and heart rate variability (HRV) measures as objective indicators of visual and operator fatigue.
Statistical analyses were performed to deal with the subjective and objective
indicators in the two tasks. Our results suggest that participants were very
likely to suffer more from visual and operator fatigue when watching virtual
objects presented by the OST‐HMD. In addition, the present study provides
hints that HRV and EOG measures could be used to explore how visual and
operator fatigue are induced by AR content. Finally, three novel HRV measures are proposed to be used as potential indicators of operator fatigue.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Based on the development of stereoscopic technologies,
augmented reality (AR) is evolving and attracting more
and more attention. AR refers to the set of technologies
that can superimpose digital information onto real environments and present them to observers.1 As AR can
enhance humans' perception of the real world, it can be
J Soc Inf Display. 2019;1–17.

used widely in different areas, such as education, the
industry, medical sciences, and the military.
Among the numerous display options for AR systems,
head‐mounted displays (HMDs) have the advantages of
leaving the users' hands free and of adding virtual information to real environments from the viewer's point of
view. There are two main types of HMDs for AR
applications: (1) video see‐through head‐mounted displays
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(VST‐HMDs) and (2) optical see‐through head‐mounted
displays (OST‐HMDs).2 VST‐HMDs compose the virtual
objects into a video stream that is captured by cameras
attached to the HMD. In contrast, OST‐HMDs receive
the information from an optical element, which can combine the virtual objects with an optical view of the real
world. However, there are also many limitations regarding the AR‐HMD technology. Since most of the HMDs
have a fixed focal length, a focal rivalry will arise when
the depth of the virtual objects is different from the focal
length, which will influence users' perception in AR.
Indeed, some researchers have come up with ideas to deal
with the problem, such as using free‐form design.3 However, there is still a need for measuring methods for perception issues in AR. In this work, we focus on
perception judgment in OST‐HMDs.
In the present study, a comparative experiment with
two tasks was designed to investigate differences in
human perception when watching virtual objects presented in an OST‐HMD, compared with watching real
objects through the OST‐HMD. In order to measure
visual or operator fatigue, we used the scores of subjective
questionnaires before and after the tasks, as well as other
objective measures. Our results show that some subjects
suffered more from visual and operator fatigue after
watching virtual objects presented by the OST‐HMD than
watching the real objects. Moreover, we found that some
physiological measures could serve as effective indicators
of operator fatigue.

2 | RELATED WORK
Over the past decade, many researchers focused on perception issues in AR systems, most of them being dedicated to depth perception. Some researchers conducted
various experiments to detect human accuracy of depth
perception under different conditions in AR.4–6 Studies
also focused on finding proper methods to conduct depth
assessments.7–9 There are also quantitative depth perception studies for stereoscopic disparity.10,11 However, in
those studies, the detected human perception depended
on the results of task performances. In contrast, the present research studies human operator fatigue by analyzing
users' physiological signals and subjective scores. It
should be noted that visual fatigue is a feeling of weariness resulting from a visual task. It can be of ocular, muscular, or psychic causes.12 Moreover, there is no uniform
definition for the operator fatigue. In the present
research, operator fatigue can be explained as a complex
state that affects a person's ability to be attentive and to
remain alert.13
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Traditionally, visual fatigue caused by stereoscopic
contents presented by visual display terminals can be
measured using (1) subjective questionnaires,14 (2) critical flicker frequency (CFF), which is defined as the
threshold at which light from an intermittent source is
seen half the time as flickering and half the time as fused
or continuous,15,16 or (3) accommodative response or
visual function index of human eyes.17
In addition, some physiological signals have been
shown to be good indicators of fatigue. Heart rate variability (HRV) is one of these typical indicators. HRV is defined
as the physiological phenomenon of variation in the time
interval between heartbeats18 and is usually recorded by
electrocardiography (ECG). ECG records the electrical
activity of a participant's heart using electrodes placed on
the skin over a period of time.19 McCraty et al20 proposed
that humans' neurological and cognitive functions can
influence their heart rate and rhythm. Conversely, the
heart's sensory input can also influence cognitive functions, performance, and working memory.21 Park et al22
conducted a 2D‐3D comparative experiment to investigate
whether the visual fatigue from 3D contents can affect
humans' autonomic regulations and heart rhythms. The
results show that subjects of the 3D group have a significant increase of heart rate compared with those from the
2D group. Heinze et al23 studied the relationship between
HRV and numerous operator fatigue measures and found
that several measures can be strong indicators of operator
fatigue.Electrooculography (EOG) can also serve as indicators of visual fatigue and operator fatigue. EOG measures the corneo‐retinal standing potential that exists
between the front and the back of the human eye.24 Stern
et al25 proposed that a higher blink rate was related to
higher eyestrain. Yu et al26 investigated the visual fatigue
caused by 2D and 3D displays through measuring the eye
movement based on EOG. Inoue et al27 conducted an
experiment to confirm that the video‐oculography (VOG)
and EOG can be used as indicators of visual fatigue when
the users are watching 3D contents. Kaneko et al28 used
the EOG waveform as an objective indicator of the visual
fatigue assessment of a visual display terminal.
Interestingly, few researchers have studied users'
fatigue in AR systems. Tümler et al29 designed an experiment to compare users' strain between an AR‐supported
and a non–AR‐supported work task. They analyzed HRV
measures and found that there is no difference between
the two tasks. Later, Grubert et al30 designed a new experiment based on Tümler's one. They extended the duration
of the tasks, but, once again, there was no significant difference between the two tasks. However, these studies
used a few HRV measures, and no powerful evidence
was mentioned in their paper to prove that these measures
are strong enough to indicate human strain.
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3 | MATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Before the formal experiment, all the participants have performed visual function tests, including the visual acuity test,
the stereo acuity test, and the Ishihara31 test to ensure that
they have normal or correcting normal vision functions. As
a result, 18 participants (nine males and nine females)
have passed the tests and could participate in the experiment. The average age of the participants is 25.11 years, their
ages ranging from 23 to 29, with an SD = 1.45.
Since our comparative experiment consisted of two
tasks, all the participants needed to perform both of them.
The subjects were randomly divided into two groups: One
group performed the virtual magic cube task (viewing AR
content) first, and the other group performed the real
magic cube task (viewing real objects) first. In order to
eliminate learning effects, the users had to wait at least
1 week before performing the second task. Moreover, to
guarantee that the participants have similar physiological
states in the two tasks, they were asked to perform the
two tasks at the same time of two different days.

3.1 | Experiment environment and
stimuli
Figure 1 gives an overview of the experimental environment, as well as of the equipment used for the research.
The experiment consists of two tasks, which are the
virtual magic cube task (Figure 1A) and the real magic
cube task (Figure 1B). A stereo OST‐HMD with the resolution of 800 × 600 pixels per eye, designed by the Beijing
Institute of Technology, was used to present the virtual
3D images in the experiment.32 The OST‐HMD has a binocular visual system with free‐form surface optics. The
effective focal length of the optics is 15 mm. The field of
view is 45H32V. The size of the LCD screens is 0.61 in.
The device named BIOPAC MP150 and the software

3

AcqKnowledge 4.01 were used to record the ECG and
EOG signals of the subjects during the experiment. A
CFF measurement device was used to gain the subjects'
CFF values.
Before the formal experiment, the subjects sat in front
of the desk and held the wooden support of the OST‐
HMD. In the virtual magic cube task, the subjects
watched virtual magic cubes that were presented on the
platform in the real world through the OST‐HMD (cf
Figure 1A). The AR scene was produced by the software
Unity 3D. The depth and size of the virtual magic cube
were set in Unity directly. The virtual cameras' distance
was set as an adjustable variable in the program to match
different people's interpupillary distance (IPD). An interpupillary ruler was used to measure the participants'
IPD before the experiment. Correspondingly, the OST‐
HMD was turned off in the real magic cube task, and a
pair of real magic cubes was located at the same place
as the virtual magic cubes. In both tasks, the magic cubes
were located at a distance of 0.9 m from the viewer and of
the same size. We selected 0.9 m as the watching distance
due to that it exceeds the smallest distance of distinct
vision of 25 cm, and considering the angular resolution,
the viewing distance, and the field of view, 0.9 m was
selected to guarantee that the virtual magic cubes look
the same size with the real magic cubes. Moreover, the
HMD's brightness at the exit pupil position was 150 nits,
and the transmittance of the HMD is 60%. In addition,
the ambient brightness was kept at 300 lx. The subjects
could watch the real magic cubes through the optical lens
of the OST‐HMD (cf Figure 1B).
In both tasks, seven pairs of magic cubes with fixed
patterns served as stimuli. Each pair of magic cubes was
presented for 3 minutes. The presentation order of the
seven pairs of magic cubes was identical in the two tasks
and was the same for all subjects. The OST‐HMD was
fixed on the holder in order to make the experimental

FIGURE 1 The experimental environment: A, the virtual magic cube task; B, the real magic cube task. CFF, critical flicker frequency;
OST‐HMD, see‐through head‐mounted display
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Example of one pair of real magic cubes

settings more consistent between trials, as well as to eliminate the influence of the fatigue caused by the weight of
the HMD.

3.2 | Experiment procedure
The two tasks of the experiment have the same procedure, which is depicted in Figure 2. Before the formal
experiment, written informed consent was obtained and
the experiment procedure was explained to each participant. Then the electrodes for ECG and EOG were connected to the subjects. The software began to record the
biological data after the connection, and the recording
was performed for all the experiment. In addition, an
extra experiment was designed for the subjects to practice
the tasks before the formal ones.
Then, the subjects began the formal experiment. They
were asked to relax for 3 minutes and to answer the subjective questionnaires on visual fatigue. Next, the CFF
values of the subjects were tested and recorded by the
experimenter. Subsequently, the subjects began to perform the task.
In the real magic cube task, the subjects could see a
pair of real magic cubes presented on the platform. In
fact, subjects could see six faces of these two magic cubes,
as depicted in Figure 3. We have prepared seven pairs of
magic cubes with random patterns. Therefore, the patterns on the seven pairs of magic cubes are different from
each other and have not been changed during the

ET AL.

The experimental procedure

experiment. The faces of the cubes were of six different
colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and white. The
subjects' task was to count the number of each color that
appeared on the six faces of the pair of magic cubes. The
time allocated for this was 3 minutes. The counting task
was in fact irrelevant but served as a guarantee that the
subjects always kept their eyes on the magic cubes during
the experiment. The subjects were then asked to write
down their answers after each session. After that, their
CFF values were tested. The experimenter replaced the
magic cubes manually. After all these seven sessions,
the subjects were asked to answer the subjective questionnaire once again. Moreover, the experimenter
marked the time of the beginning and ending of each session in the software.
The procedure of the virtual magic cube task is the
same as the real one. The patterns of the virtual magic
cubes are the same with the real ones. The only difference
is that the virtual magic cubes were presented by the
OST‐HMD.

4 | R E SUL T S OF TH E E X PER I M E NT
4.1 | CFF value
Many previous studies used CFF as an indicator of visual
fatigue caused by visual display terminals. The decrease
of CFF values is characteristic of a diminution of participants' sensory perception functions.33
The present research measured participants' CFF
values before and after every session for each task; there
is thus a total of eight CFF measurements for each subject. Figure 4 represents the mean values of CFF for all
the subjects after every session of the tasks. The blue continuous line represents the mean CFF value in the real
magic cube task, while the red dotted line is used for
the virtual magic cube task. Error bars are graphical representations of the variability of data; it is used on graphs
to indicate the error or uncertainty in a reported measurement.* In the present study, the error bars were
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Error_bar.
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session 6: t17 = 3.654, P = 0.002; session 2 vs session 7:
t17 = 3.042, P = 0.007). Although the mean value increased
during the first two sessions in the virtual magic cube task,
the increase is not statistically significant. In other words,
the participants' sensory perception functions declined
over time in both tasks.

4.2 | Subjective questionnaire

FIGURE 4 Mean value of critical flicker frequency (CFF) during
the experimental process

represented by ±2SE (SE: standard error). This method
shows a 95% confidence interval. In general, the blue line
decreases with the task process, whereas the red line
reaches its apex in session 2, before showing a downtrend
from sessions 2 to 6. Finally, a slight increase can be seen
in session 7.
A paired sample t test was used to compare the CFF
values between the two tasks. The results show that there
is no significant difference between the two tasks. In addition, a paired sample t test was used to compare different
sessions within the real magic cube task. The result shows
that the participants' CFF values of previewing, sessions 1
and 2 were significantly higher than those of sessions 4 to
7. The CFF values of session 3 are significantly higher than
those of sessions 5 to 7. Table 1 gives the significant results
of paired sample t test for the real magic cube task.
In summary, we can see that CFF values decreased significantly after the experiment in the real magic cube task.
The decreasing trend is not as noticeable in the virtual
magic cube task as in the real one. However, we found a
phenomenon in Figure 3, where the mean CFF value
began to decrease after session 2 in the virtual magic cube
task; a paired sample t test was thus applied to compare
session 2 with all the other sessions. The results show that
the significant differences arise between session 2 and all
the following sessions (session 2 vs session 3: t17 = 3.619,
P = 0.002; session 2 vs session 4: t17 = 2.462, P = 0.025; session 2 vs session 5: t17 = 3.179, P = 0.005; session 2 vs
TABLE 1

The subjective questionnaire in the present research
selected nine symptoms that have a relationship with visual
fatigue, including the symptoms of burning, ache, strain,
irritation, tearing, blur, double vision, dryness, and headache. The selection of these nine symptoms is based on
Sheedy's theory, in which Sheedy et al34 divided visual
fatigue into two constellations, labeled as external and
internal symptom factors (ESF and ISF). ESF can induce
dry eye symptoms, such as burning, irritation, tearing,
and dryness, while ISF are related to accommodative and
vergence stress, such as ache, strain, and headache. In addition, we added another two symptoms blur and double
vision in the present subjective questionnaire. Subjects
need to give score for each symptom on a 0 to 100 scale,
where the higher the score, the more serious the symptom
is. Scoring was achieved by making a cross on a 10‐cm‐long
line on a piece of paper. The experimenters calculated the
scores based on the cross's location on the line.
The mean scores of the subjective questionnaires have
been calculated by averaging all the subjects' subjective
scores before and after the tasks, and are shown in
Figure 5, where each bar represents a condition, namely,
real‐pre, real‐post, virtual‐pre, and virtual‐post. The mean
subjective scores before and after the same task were
compared. Results show that the mean subjective scores
have increased after both tasks.
The paired sample t test was used to compare the subjects' previewing and postviewing scores of each subjective symptom. Results show that significant increases
were found on all the symptoms' subjective scores, except
for tearing in the real magic cube task, and headache in
both of the tasks. Table 2 gives the results of the paired
sample t test. In other words, participants suffered from
more serious visual fatigue in ESF and ISF after both

The paired sample t test results for the real magic cube task between different sessions

Results of Paired Sample t Test

Session 4

Session 5

Session 6

Session 7

Previewing

t17 = 3.510, P = 0.003

t17 = 4.374, P = 0.001

t17 = 3.316, P = 0.004

t17 = 4.223, P = 0.001

Session 1

t17 = 2.112, P = 0.050

t17 = 3.646, P = 0.002

t17 = 3.071, P = 0.007

t17 = 3.783, P = 0.001

Session 2

t17 = 2.108, P = 0.050

t17 = 3.753, P = 0.002

t17 = 2.716, P = 0.015

t17 = 2.774, P = 0.013

Session 3

No significant result

t17 = 3.2, P = 0.005

t17 = 2.322, P = 0.033

t17 = 2.498, P = 0.023
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FIGURE 5 Mean scores of the
subjective questionnaires
TABLE 2

The paired sample t test results for all the symptoms between previewing and postviewing
Symptoms

R‐t17
R‐P
V‐t17
V‐P

Burning

Ache

Strain

Irritation

Tearing

Blur

Double Vision

Dryness

Headache

−2.870

−3.463

−3.964

−2.748

−1.390

−2.420

−2.783

−3.645

−1.957

0.011

0.003

0.001

0.014

0.182

0.027

0.013

0.002

0.067

−2.808

−3.903

−3.304

−2.978

−2.134

−2.450

−2.477

−3.662

−1.116

0.012

0.001

0.004

0.008

0.048

0.025

0.024

0.002

0.280

tasks. After that, a paired sample t test was used to compare the mean values of all the symptoms between the
two tasks. The results show that the mean subjective
score after the virtual magic cube task (mean = 17.14,
SD = 7.24) is significantly higher (t8 = 5.69, P = 0.000)
than that after the real magic cube task (mean = 13.22,
SD = 6.35). Finally, there is no significant difference
between the two tasks before the experiment (t8 = 1.37,
P = 0.208).

is also able to compute several nonlinear interesting HRV
measures.
Table 3 lists the HRV measures used in our
research.35 The abbreviation RR intervals in Table 3 represents the time intervals (in milliseconds) between two
successive heart beats. Therefore, STD‐RR is the standard
deviation of RR intervals, and Mean‐RR is the mean of

TABLE 3 Description of the heart rate variability (HRV)
measures35

4.3 | ECG data
As mentioned above, the subjects' ECG signals were
recorded, and we removed artifacts in those signals by
applying a correction threshold in AcqKnowledge 4.0.
However, we had to discard ECG signals from three of
the subjects due to significant noise. This was probably
caused by a poor connection between the electrodes'
and the subjects' skin (the ECG electrodes were stuck
on the legs and arms of participants). As a conclusion,
15 ECG signals were used in the analysis.

Time domain

Measure

Units

Description

STD‐RR

ms

Mean‐RR
STD‐HR

ms
1/min

Standard deviation
of RR intervals
The mean of RR intervals
Standard deviation of
instantaneous heart rate
values
Interval pairs that differ
more than 50 ms
NN50 divided by the total
number of RR intervals

NN50

Nonlinear

pNN50

%

SD1,SD2

ms

DET
ShanEn

%

4.3.1 | HRV measures used in the study
In order to analyze the participants' time‐domain HRV
measures, we used the Kubios HRV 2.22 software, which

The standard deviation of
the Poincaré plot
perpendicular to (SD1)
and along (SD2) the line
of identity
Determinism
Shannon entropy
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RR intervals. In addition, STD‐HR is the standard deviation of instantaneous heart rate values. NN50 represents
the number of the successive RR intervals that differ
more than 50 milliseconds, and pNN50 is the corresponding relative amount:
pNN50 ¼

NN50
× 100%:
N−1

N is the number of the successive RR intervals.
As for the nonlinear HRV measures SD1 and SD2 in
Table 2, a diagram as shown in Figure 5 helps explaining
the meanings. The Poincaré plot is a commonly nonlinear
method that is a graphical representation of the correlation between successive RR intervals, as shown in
Figure 6. An ellipse was used to parameterize the shape
of the plot, and it is oriented according to the line of identity (RRj = RRj + 1). The standard deviation of the points
perpendicular to the line of identity denoted by SD1

describes short‐term variability, whereas the standard
deviation of the points along the line of identity denoted
by SD2 describes long‐term variability.
As for DET% and ShanEn, they are both measures
using another nonlinear method, named recurrence plot
analysis: DET% is the measure of the determinism of
RR intervals time series; ShanEn represents Shannon
information entropy of the diagonal line length
distribution.
Heinze et al23 calculated the correlations between
HRV measures and multiple fatigue measures under
three different conditions. Their results show that HRV
measures are, in general, good indicators of operator
fatigue. SD2 and STD‐RR can be considered as strong
indicators of operator fatigue, as they have positive correlations with almost all the fatigue measures. They also
found that Mean‐RR, pNN50, and SD1 have nonsignificant correlations with all fatigue measures in all three
conditions of their experiments. Comparatively, some
previous studies found that a decreasing Mean‐RR has a
significant correlation with chronic fatigue syndrome36
and that a decreasing pNN50 value represents physical
fatigue.37
As a consequence, we chose to use the reliable fatigue
indicators SD2 and STD‐RR to detect the operator fatigue
induced by the two tasks. Nevertheless, we also analyzed
the Mean‐RR, pNN50, and SD1 HRV measures to confirm results obtained by Heinze et al.23 In addition, some
previous studies proposed that the subjects' heart rates
increase after watching 3D contents.20,32 Therefore, heart
rate–related measure STD‐HR was selected to be analyzed. Furthermore, some nonlinear HRV measures
(DET% and ShanEn) have also been selected to detect
whether they could be used as potential reliable indicators of operator fatigue.

4.3.2 | Statistical analysis and results
FIGURE 6 Poincaré plot analysis with the ellipse fitting
procedure. SD1 and SD2 are the standard deviations in the
directions x1 and x2, where x2 is the line of identity for which
RRj = RRj + 135

FIGURE 7

Figure 7 gives the trends of the above three measures. The
mean values and standard deviation of Mean‐RR, pNN50,
and SD1 are presented in Table 4. In order to analyze the

A, The mean values of Mean‐RR. B, The mean values of pNN50. C, The mean values of SD1
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The mean values and standard deviation of Mean‐RR, PNN50, and SD1
Sessions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean‐RR (mean)

R
V

792.52
806.71

792.50
789.63

789.99
778.19

788.72
790.30

802.83
784.49

793.81
792.53

795.52
780.94

Mean‐RR (SD)

R
V

116.76
125.25

117.51
121.86

114.86
116.61

111.82
118.84

117.64
112.47

109.18
114.90

111.66
111.43

pNN50 (mean)

R
V

15.31
14.36

13.89
12.31

11.223
11.224

12.91
10.57

13.87
11.05

12.52
12.45

13.07
10.95

pNN50 (SD)

R
V

16.79
14.99

14.06
17.25

13.11
14.31

15.02
14.64

12.38
13.69

12.24
14.63

11.29
14.63

SD1 (mean)

R
V

22.51
23.18

22.77
22.03

21.12
21.04

21.62
20.49

22.53
20.75

21.97
22.03

20.73
20.85

SD1 (SD)

R
V

10.78
9.61

9.65
10.58

8.52
9.02

9.52
8.57

8.72
8.26

7.94
9.09

8.83
9.02

time effect, a paired sample t test was conducted on different sessions within the same task. Results show that compared with session 1, all the following sessions (except
session 6) show a significant decrease in Mean‐RR in the
virtual magic cube task (session 1 vs session 2: t14 = 2.497,
P = 0.026; session 1 vs session 3: t14 = 4.043, P = 0.001;
session 1 vs session 4: t14 = 2.304, P = 0.037; session 1 vs
session 5: t14 = 2.684, P = 0.018; session 1 vs session 7:
t14 = 2.473, P = 0.027). No significant difference was found
during the real magic cube task.
Furthermore, significant decreases in pNN50 values
were found in sessions 3 and 4 compared with session 1
in the virtual magic cube task (session 1 vs session 3:
t14 = 2.266, P = 0.04; session 1 vs session 4: t14 = 2.906,
P = 0.011). As for pNN50 in the real magic cube task,
although the mean value decreased in the first three sessions, no significant difference was found.
The results of the paired sample t test also show that
compared with session 1, all the following sessions
(except sessions 2 and 6) show a significant decrease in
SD1 in the virtual magic cube task (session 1 vs session
3: t14 = 2.815, P = 0.014; session 1 vs session 4:
t14 = 3.449, P = 0.004; session 1 vs session 5:

FIGURE 8

t14 = 2.419, P = 0.03; session 1 vs session 7: t14 = 2.464,
P = 0.027). No significant difference was found during
the real magic cube task.
The paired sample t test also showed no significant
difference between the same sessions of the two tasks
for these three HRV measures (pNN50, Mean‐RR, and
SD1).
Moreover, a paired sample t test analysis was performed to compare all the HRV measures of corresponding sessions in the two tasks. As previously, a 95%
confidence interval was used during statistical analysis.
Results show that the reliable fatigue indicators STD‐RR
and SD2 both have significant differences between the
two tasks in session 3 (STD‐RR: t14 = −2.306, P = 0.037;
SD2: t14 = −2.387, P = 0.032), but no significant difference was noticed in the other sessions.
The trends of the STD‐RR and SD2 indicators during
the two tasks are depicted in Figure 8. It is interesting
to note that they exhibit similar trends and that their
mean values are both higher in the virtual magic cube
task than in the real magic cube tasks in session 3. No
abnormal data were found in session 3. After they fluctuate during the first three sessions, the mean values of

A, The mean values of STD‐RR. B, The mean values of SD2
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4.4 | EOG data

STD‐RR and SD2 increased stably in the following sessions. The mean values and standard deviation of these
two measures are given in Table 5. In order to detect
changes as the time goes by, a paired sample t test was
applied on the sessions within each task. Results found
a significant increase in session 7 compared with session
4 in the virtual magic cube task for the STD‐RR indicator
(t14 = −2.351, P = 0.034). Similarly, a significant increase
also appeared in session 7 compared with session 4 in the
real magic cube task for SD2 (t14 = 3.436, P = 0.004).
It is worth noting that the following three HRV measures also have a significant difference between the two
tasks in session 3: STD‐HR (t14 = −2.417, P = 0.030),
DET% (t14 = −2.273, P = 0.039), and ShanEn
(t14 = −2.213, P = 0.044). They also have similar trends
with STD‐RR and SD2 (see Figure 9) that were proved
to be reliable fatigue indicators in the literature.23 Eleven
out of 15 subjects were found to have a higher STD‐HR
value in the virtual magic cube task than in the real one
in session 3. Regarding DET% and ShanEn, 10 out of 15
subjects have a higher value in session 3 of the virtual
magic cube task than in the same session of the real
magic cube task. Once again, no abnormal data were
found in these subjects. The mean values and standard
deviation of STD‐HR, DET%, and ShanEn are given in
Table 6.

TABLE 5

EOG data were obtained through electrodes placed
around the subjects' eyes. A software named Eogui338
was used to record and extract the EOG data. Eogui3 is
a MATLAB software that has a graphical user interface
(GUI) to analyze EOG data. It can detect saccades and
blinks in the EOG. A correction threshold in the software
was used to remove artifacts in the EOG signals. However, for some of our subjects, the extraction of EOG measures remained impossible after the artifacts' removal. In
order to guarantee the accuracy of results, EOG signals
that have too much noise were removed from the final
data. Considering the need to compare results obtained
from both tasks, we only kept data from subjects whose
EOG signals were good enough in both tasks. As a consequence, six subjects out of 18 were used in the statistical
analysis.
Three measures (“Blink duration,” “Blink delay,” and
“Blink rate”) were selected as visual fatigue indicators in
the present research. Several previous studies investigated
the relationship between blink duration and human
fatigue. Caffier et al39 found that the blink duration was
significantly longer in a drowsy condition than in an alert
condition (50 ms longer). This difference is noticeable
since it is about one‐quarter of the original blink duration

The mean values and standard deviation of STD‐RR and SD2
Sessions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

STD‐RR (Mean)

R
V

38.44
38.28

40.34
38.49

36.33
41.74

39.24
37.89

39.46
39.99

40.68
40.40

41.46
42.19

STD‐RR (SD)

R
V

11.35
8.15

10.14
8.77

8.25
12.29

11.96
8.18

10.19
9.48

10.05
7.25

12.23
9.88

SD2 (Mean)

R
V

48.30
46.71

50.39
47.46

45.23
52.99

49.05
48.26

49.39
50.76

50.19
51.77

52.74
52.14

SD2 (SD)

R
V

13.64
12.00

13.53
12.32

10.84
17.23

16.23
9.93

13.47
13.02

16.03
14.55

13.48
8.69

FIGURE 9

A, The mean values of STD‐HR (1/min). B, The mean values of DET%. C, The mean values of ShanEn
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The mean values and standard deviation of STD‐HR, DET%, and ShanEn
Sessions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

STD‐HR (mean)

R
V

3.65
3.68

3.97
3.76

3.55
4.24

3.81
3.73

3.69
4.00

3.91
4.02

3.97
4.24

STD‐HR (SD)

R
V

0.96
1.08

1.12
0.68

0.70
1.22

0.76
0.80

0.75
1.15

0.77
1.18

0.82
1.09

DET% (mean)

R
V

97.48
96.77

97.51
97.62

96.98
97.81

97.54
97.46

97.20
97.38

97.34
97.11

97.64
97.98

DET% (SD)

R
V

1.32
1.49

1.34
1.27

1.26
1.48

1.34
1.53

1.13
1.49

1.76
1.86

1.19
0.86

ShanEn (mean)

R
V

3.07
2.93

3.04
3.06

2.95
3.16

3.06
3.05

3.05
3.09

3.05
2.99

3.04
3.14

ShanEn (SD)

R
V

0.34
0.27

0.28
0.29

0.25
0.37

0.26
0.29

0.27
0.38

0.29
0.31

0.26
0.30

(200 ms). Hsieh et al40 proposed a system that utilizes eye
blink durations as one of the main schemes to warn
drivers about fatigue. Schleicher et al41 stated that blink
duration is by far the most important variable to indicate
subjective, as well as video‐rated fatigue, and the second
most important is the delay of reopening the eye. Other
researchers pointed out that the delay of reopening is an
indicator of sleepiness, and the longer the delay of
reopening, the sleepier the subjects.39,42 In addition,
many previous studies investigated the influence of visual
fatigue on blink rate. Kim et al43 analyzed the individual
blink rate and found that eye blinks increased with moderate visual fatigue compared with low visual fatigue for
five out of seven subjects. Li et al44 focused on the relationship between visual fatigue, blink rate, and 3D
motion characteristics. They found that blink rates
increased along with subjective scores of visual fatigue
when the subjects watched static 3D contents.

FIGURE 10

Figure 10 shows blink duration, blink delay, and
blink rate as measured in our experiment. Figure 10A
shows that the mean blink duration increases with the
progress of the virtual magic cube task, whereas it generally remains stable during the real magic cube task.
Although the mean blink duration in the real magic cube
task is higher than that in the virtual magic cube task,
they reach almost the same level in session 7 given the
increase of blink duration in the virtual magic cube task.
Figure 10B shows that mean blink delay fluctuates while
remaining at similar values during the experiment in the
two tasks. Moreover, the mean blink delay value in the
real magic cube task has an increasing trend with the
progress of the task. Figure 10C gives the trends of blink
rate during the two tasks. At the beginning, the mean
blink rates have similar values in the two tasks. After session 3, the mean blink rate in the virtual magic cube task
was always higher than that in the real one.

From left to right. A, The mean values of blink duration (ms). B, The mean values of blink delay (ms). C, The mean values of
blink rate (times/s)
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A paired sample t test was used to compare blink
duration, blink delay, and blink rate of all sessions
between the two tasks. Results show that no significant
difference was found in “Blink duration” and “Blink
delay” between the two tasks for all the sessions.
As for the parameter “Blink rate,” a significant difference was found between the two tasks in session 2
(t5 = −3.683, P = 0.014) and session 7 (t5 = −4.167,
P = 0.009). Through observing each subject's blink rate
data, it can be found that all the subjects have a higher
blink rate in sessions 2 and 7 of the virtual magic cube
task than the corresponding sessions in the real magic
cube task. It is not very clear to us why these significant
results only appear in sessions 2 and 7. Results reveal that
participants may be more affected by visual fatigue during the virtual magic cube task than during the real

TABLE 7

magic cube task. Nevertheless, additional experiments
need to be conducted to confirm this tendency.
Detailed data of mean values and standard deviation
for the EOG measures, as well as their t and P values of
the paired sample t test, are shown in Tables 7, 8, and 9.
With Table 6, it can be found that the mean value of
the subjects' blink duration increased of 35.6 milliseconds
after the virtual magic cube task, which is about 13.7% of
the original blink duration (258.96 ms). On the contrary,
the mean value of the blink duration did not change as
much during the real magic cube task. In order to detect
the time effect on the EOG measures, a paired sample t
test was also used in the comparison between the first session with each other session of the two tasks. Results
show a significant difference for blink duration between
the first and the last sessions in the virtual magic cube

Blink duration: mean values, standard deviation, and t values and P values of the paired sample t test between two tasks
Blink Duration
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean

R
V

299.54
258.96

303.35
269.31

307.56
270.68

291.45
283.25

296.43
287.98

289.28
283.64

292.96
294.56

SD

R
V

32.06
38.13

49.44
31.49

50.11
21.43

35.70
38.90

48.18
53.04

44.45
36.09

41.61
36.25

t5

2.381

1.470

1.624

0.578

0.307

0.512

P

0.063

0.201

0.165

0.588

0.771

0.63

TABLE 8

−0.076
0.943

Blink delay: mean values, standard deviation, and t values and P values of the paired sample t test between two tasks
Blink Delay
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean

R
V

6.69
10.61

9.66
8.20

9.88
9.86

10.33
11.49

10.41
10.45

10.05
11.54

10.45
9.58

SD

R
V

4.14
6.22

5.87
5.54

6.60
6.60

4.88
6.36

5.57
5.52

4.71
6.69

5.06
7.67

t5

−2.019

0.554

0.008

−0.593

−0.04

−0.582

0.263

P

0.099

0.603

0.994

0.579

0.97

0.586

0.803

TABLE 9

Blink rate: mean values, standard deviation, and t values and P values of the paired sample t test between two tasks
Blink Rate
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean

R
V

0.49
0.45

0.48
0.56

0.54
0.42

0.48
0.72

0.44
0.55

0.52
0.60

0.42
0.56

SD

R
V

0.18
0.19

0.25
0.24

0.3
0.27

0.27
0.44

0.19
0.26

0.24
0.23

0.17
0.20

0.987

−2.022

−1.917

−2.061

−4.167

0.369

0.099

0.113

0.094

0.009

t5

1.013

P

0.358

−3.68
0.014
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task (t5 = −4.978, P = 0.04). As for blink delay, a significant difference arises between the first and the fourth sessions (t5 = −2.99, P = 0.03) and between the first and the
last sessions (t5 = −2.876, P = 0.035) in the real magic
cube task. The blink rates' results show that significant
differences emerge in the virtual magic cube task: session
1 vs session 2 (t5 = −2.603, P = 0.048), session 1 vs session
6 (t5 = −3.241, P = 0.023), and session 1 vs session 7
(t5 = −3.421, P = 0.019).
Considering that physiological signals of individuals
may greatly differ, all the subjects' blink data were
observed. Results show that there is no outlier in the data.
As for blink duration, the increasing magnitude was
computed after the two tasks individually. Results show
that while all subjects exhibit a longer blink duration
after the virtual magic cube task, only half of them
increased their blink duration after the real magic cube
task. The increasing magnitudes are listed in Table 10.
Note that the average increase in blink duration magnitude is 35.6 milliseconds with a base average value of
258.96 milliseconds.
From the blink delay's raw data, we can see that four
out of six subjects have a longer blink delay in the virtual
magic cube task than in the real magic cube task during
the first two sessions. In the following sessions, this is still
true for three out of six subjects. All the subjects had a
longer blink delay in the last session of the real magic
cube task, whereas only two out of six subjects had a longer blink delay in the last session of the virtual magic
cube task.
Table 11 presents the number of subjects having a
higher blink rate in the virtual magic cube task than the
real magic cube task for each session. Note that in sessions 2 and 7, all the subjects have a higher blink rate
in the virtual magic cube task. We also found that the difference between the two tasks is bigger in session 7 than
in session 2.
TABLE 10

Subjects' increasing magnitude after the two tasks

Subject
1

2

3

4

5

6

R

−1.83

−10.07

11.79

−81.78

2.42

40.02

V

39.89

46.01

39.55

52.85

2.65

32.66

TABLE 11

The number of the subjects who have higher blink
rate in the virtual magic cube task compared with the real cube task
Session

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

6

3

4

5

5

6

ET AL.

5 | A N A L Y S I S A N D DI S C U S S I O N
5.1 | CFF and subjective scores
Results of CFF show that (1) the participants' sensory perception functions declined over time in both tasks and
that (2) no significant difference was found between the
tasks. Moreover, results of the subjective scores show that
participants suffered from visual fatigue after the two
tasks in both ESF and ISF and that visual fatigue was
more important after the virtual magic cube task than
after the real magic cube task.

5.2 | ECG data
5.2.1 | Mean‐RR, pNN50, and SD1
We know that a decrease of Mean‐RR and pNN50 is significantly correlated with human fatigue (see, eg,
Tarvainen et al35 and Yoshiharu et al36). Previous
research also shows that Mean‐RR has a consistent
decrease under mental workload,45 whereas pNN50
increased under heavier mental workload condition.46,47
Some previous studies also show that there is a decrease
of SD1 when human do physical exercise.48,49 In our
experiment, it can be seen that subjects suffer from operator fatigue and mental workload during the virtual
magic cube task given the significant decrease of the
Mean‐RR indicator in nearly all the sessions following
session 1 (with the exception of session 6). As for results
of the pNN50 indicator, they highlight that subjects got
operator fatigue in sessions 3 and 4 of the virtual magic
cube task. This phenomenon may be an accumulation
of mental workload strong enough to make the pNN50
indicator increase sufficiently to counterbalance the
effects of operator fatigue after session 4. The result also
shows the significant decrease of the SD1 indicator in
nearly all the sessions following session 1 (with the exception of sessions 2 and 6) in the virtual magic cube task.
However, no significant result was found in the real
magic cube task. Moreover, no significant difference was
found between the two tasks.
It should be noted that previous research found different relationships between Mean‐RR, pNN50, operator
fatigue, and mental workload. Heinze et al23 found that
Mean‐RR, pNN50, and SD1 have no significant relationship with operator fatigue, while Cinaz et al found that
pNN50 decreases significantly under mental workload.50
In our study, we found results that are consistent with
experiments that link a decrease in Mean‐RR with both
operator fatigue and mental workload35,45 and a decrease
in SD1 with operator fatigue48,49 and that correlate a
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pNN50 decrease with operator fatigue and a pNN50
increase with mental workload.36,46,47

5.2.2 | STD‐RR and SD2
Based on results of a previous study,23 these two indicators show positive correlations with fatigue. As a consequence, it can be inferred that most of the subjects
suffered from more operator fatigue in session 3 of the
virtual magic cube task than in the same session of the
real magic cube task. No significant differences were
noted for the other sessions.
Some questions naturally arise: Why did significant differences only appear in session 3? Based on previous studies,23 HRV measures can only reliably indicate operator
fatigue under strict experimental conditions in order to
eliminate the influence of mental workload. They also mentioned that some HRV measures such as HR and HRV
showed contradicting sensitivities to workload compared
with operator fatigue. In addition, we also found that
STD‐RR and SD2 have similar contradicting sensitivities
to workload and fatigue: STD‐RR and SD2 increased with
the increasing of operator fatigue,23 whereas STD‐RR
decreased with the increasing of mental workload50,51 and
SD2 was significant lower in the high mental workload condition than in the low mental workload condition.52
It is quite obvious that the tasks used in our study
(counting the number of cubes with different colors)
can induce a mental workload after a number of repetitions. From our results, it can be shown that operator
fatigue mainly influences HRV measures in session 3. In
fact, both operator fatigue and mental workload only
appear after a certain amount of time. Therefore, we
can hypothesize that the subjects did not experience neither operator fatigue nor mental workload during the first
two sessions.
However, operator fatigue had been accumulated to
an extent level in session 3 in the virtual magic cube task;
the subjects' operator fatigue mainly influenced values of
STD‐RR and SD2 and makes the mean value of STD‐RR
and SD2 increase after session 2. However, we noticed
an increase of the mean values of STD‐RR and SD2 indicators starting in session 3 of the virtual magic cube task.
This could mean that subjects suffered from operator
fatigue in session 3 of the virtual magic cube task.
In order to explain why we did not notice such an
increase in the subsequent sessions, we provide the following explanation. We know that STD‐RR and SD2 showed
contradicting sensitivities to workload compared with operator fatigue: They increased with operator fatigue and
decreased with mental workload.22,47,51,52 However, mental
workload only appears after a certain amount of time. As a
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consequence, it is possible that STD‐RR and SD2 started to
be impacted by the mental workload after session 3 (which
represents roughly 10 min).
Since operator fatigue and mental workload have contradicting effects on STD‐RR and SD2 (operator fatigue
corresponds to an increase, while mental workload is
characterized by a decrease of the same indicators), it is
highly possible that the mental workload counterbalances
effects of operator fatigue in sessions 4 to 7 of the virtual
magic cube task. It is possible that for the real magic cube
task, operator fatigue only showed up in session 4 and
was therefore directly counterbalanced by mental workload. This hypothesis needs however to be confirmed by
further experiments.

5.2.3 | STD‐HR, DET%, and ShanEn
These three measures show similar trends with STD‐RR
and SD2. It can be thus concluded that they may have
the potential to be used as reliable indicators of operator
fatigue. However, further experiments need to be carried
out to confirm these results.

5.3 | EOG data
5.3.1 | Blink duration
From the results of the paired sample t test, blink duration shows a significant increase after the virtual magic
cube task with an average increase in magnitude of
35.6 milliseconds with a base average value of 258.96 milliseconds. As mentioned above (see Wei et al51), an
increase in blink duration of 50 milliseconds (given a base
value of 200 ms) arises when subjects experience drowsiness. Even if our results have not reached the extent of a
drowsy condition, we still believe that the significant
increase of blink duration reflects that subjects suffered
from visual fatigue, to a certain extent, after the virtual
magic cube task. Some previous studies have proved that
time influences human's visual fatigue significantly.53
Besides, many studies on the difference of the visual
fatigue caused by the 2D and 3D display terminals show
that the significant difference was found after a long continuous watching time of about 15 minutes.54 However,
the task time for each session in the present experiment
was only 3 minutes. Although blink duration mean
values in the real magic cube task are higher than those
in the virtual cube task, the trends of those mean values
lead us to believe that they may have become higher in
the virtual magic cube task than in the real magic cube
task, if the experiment was longer. However, a further
study is needed to verify the idea.
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5.3.2 | Blink delay
According to our statistical analysis, there is no significant difference between the two tasks. Nevertheless, we
noticed a significant increase of blink delay in session 7
compared with the blink delay in session 1 in the real
magic cube task (individual observations show that all
subjects had an increased blink delay after this task).
It is interesting to notice that blink duration and blink
delay only proved that subjects suffered from visual
fatigue in one of the two tasks (the virtual magic cube
task and the real magic cube one). However, the results
of these two EOG measures did not show any significant
difference between the two tasks.

5.3.3 | Blink rate
A question arises as to why significant differences regarding blink rate between the two tasks appeared only
between session 2 and session 7. In order to answer this
question, individual blink rates were observed. Table 10
shows that all subjects have a higher blink rate in the virtual magic cube task in sessions 2 and 7. Moreover, the
difference in session 7 is larger than that in session 2. In
other words, the difference between the two tasks
increased as the experiment progressed. Combining these
trends with the results of the statistical analysis, it can be
noted that (1) the virtual magic cube task increased the
subjects blink rate significantly and (2) the subjects suffered more from visual fatigue after the virtual magic
cube task than the real magic cube task.

6 | CONCLUSION
This study proposes a comparative experiment to investigate differences in human perception when either
watching virtual objects displayed in an OST‐HMD or
watching real objects while wearing an OST‐HMD. This
study also provides hints that HRV and EOG measures
could be used to explore visual and operator fatigue
induced by AR content. In addition, CFF measures and
subjective questionnaires were used to evaluate subjects'
visual fatigue in the experiment.
Among all the measures, two of them show a significant difference between the two tasks: the subjective
scores and blink rate. Those indicators reveal that (1) participants got operator and visual fatigue after both tasks
and (2) visual and operator fatigue were significantly
more important in the virtual magic cube task.
The present research also gives some limited findings
that can serve as reference data for future research. First,
among the HRV measures, STD‐RR and SD2 show that
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participants suffered more from operator fatigue in the
virtual magic cube task than in the real magic cube task
only in session 3. This might be explained by mental
workload accumulation. Indeed, mental workload can
influence operator fatigue after session 3 (about
10 min). Mental workload accumulation can also partly
explain results of the Mean‐RR and pNN50 indicators:
• Mean‐RR shows significant decrease in the virtual
magic cube task due to the combined action of operator fatigue and mental workload.
• pNN50 decreased significantly during sessions 3 and 4
of the virtual magic cube task due to operator fatigue.
After session 4, we believe that mental workload
counterbalances effects of operator fatigue.
As for the real magic cube task, we hypothesize that it
may not induce significant operator fatigue before the
end of session 4 and that after this session, it is likely that
the limited operator fatigue is also counterbalanced by
the effects of mental workload. In addition, the SD1 indicator shows significant decrease due to operator fatigue in
the virtual magic cube task. However, it is unclear as to
why there is no difference in the real magic cube task
or between the two tasks for the Mean‐RR, pNN50, and
SD1 indicators.
Secondly, some of the measures reveal a time effect
during the task: The CFF values indicate that participants' sensory perception functions declined with the
tasks progress. Moreover, the significant increase of blink
duration after the virtual magic cube task indicates that
participants got visual fatigue after this task. Blink delay
results show that participants got visual fatigue after the
real magic cube task. Thirdly, we also found out that several other HRV measures have the potential to be used as
indicators of operator fatigue, namely, STD‐HR, DET%,
and ShanEn. However, further experiments need to be
conducted to confirm these findings.
Although not all measures show significant differences between the two tasks, the present study still found
some evidences showing that the virtual magic cube task
induces more visual and operator fatigue than the real
magic cube task. This difference can be explained by the
following factors: (1) The virtual magic cubes presented
in the OST‐HMD are self‐luminous, but the real magic
cubes are diffuse objects, and (2) the contradiction
between accommodation and convergence when using
OST‐HMDs could also induce more virtual fatigue.
Nevertheless, our current research also has some limitations: Simpler and more boring tasks should be used in
future studies to eliminate the mental workload effect.
Indeed, as mentioned above, mental workload may influence the detection of operator fatigue. Regarding the
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experiment, it should probably be made longer in order to
induce larger differences between the two tasks. Finally,
the brightness of virtual objects should also be taken into
consideration in future research.
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